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10/10, great book! They irrigate with water full of glacial silt, and thus consume highly
mineralized vegetables and grains. Only contained bits and pieces of information useful to me
some of that is covered in DEAD DOCTORS DONT LIE. He does offer news content articles to
support evidence of these mineral deficiencies when they are manifested in people. You'll learn
that chromium and magnesium could cure hypoglycemia, or that vanadium can cure diabetes...
this is a great book in fact it is full of information.In order to know more in detail what natural
cures to use-- buy :LET'S PLAY DOCTOR Great Came in great conditions, Definitely a good
find!. A Case for Considering Minerals for Longevity This was an interesting book, although it
was spotty, for the reason that some few areas were quite interesting, and others not so much.
He asserts that selenium deficiency is associated with Cystic Fibrosis, and zinc insufficiency with
Down's Syndrome. Wallach's best A nominee for the Nobel prize in Medicine, Dr. I've done what
the physician has suggested on many items and so far they have all helped me significantly. he
knows what he's talking about. THANKS AGAIN. if you've ever listen to his talks he will rush into a
large amount of VITAMINS & His thesis is usually that the Blue Zone tribes are located in
mountain valleys at about 8000 foot, and with low precipitation (so their minerals aren't
leached out of the soil). Highly recommended This book has information that hasn't even been
heard by 99. Highly recommended. He asserted that veterinarians possess eliminated disease in
pets decades ago with the addition of minerals with their diet. As a result of reading this book
I am incorporating even more rock dust in my own garden fertilizer recipes, and going for a
trace mineral health supplement (avoiding Humic Shale), in addition to switching to "Actual
Salt" from Himalayan pink. MINERALS that people all should be acquiring. While appreciating
the useful pointer to consider nutrients as more important to longevity than is often recognized,
I believed he had a somewhat simplistic notion that all disease decreases to mineral
insufficiency. (Someone was a mass murderer because he lacked . THIS DOCTOR KNOWS.. Joel
Wallach may be the Truth Teller about today's Medical Monster ofPrescription Drugs Addiction,
the 3rd leading cause of death in the us, and may be the creator of items with complete
vitamins and minerals (trace minerals) which will change your daily life. Lawrence Wilson and his
website on Nutritional Balancing Research. There have been a modest number of editing errors,
and he could have said the same thing in 1/4 of the webpages, but all in all, it had been a
stimulating book. Great book Great price Nice information about the pharmaceutical industry
keeping natural cures hidden ...... excellent condition arrived before expected. I thought I
currently completed a review.. The detail on minerals and there value to your wellbeing
explained in detail.. I take Wallach"s supplements and this is one of is own many books that
scientifically traces the reason behind our food getting deficient of the necessary nutrients for
life.. This is an extremely detailed book-- and if you are not thinking about the detail you do
not need. He doesn't have to overdo it so often. but is a great reference in case you do want
to explain to someone else the reason behind supplementation - especially with his products.
All sorts of amazing issues are in this reserve! Rare Earths: Forbidden Cures Very interesting to
know that a selenium deficiency is involved with muscular dystrophy! My wellness has benefited
greatly from his advice. This book goes into many chronic illnesses and what mineral(s) may be
accountable. I appreciated the selenium map of the united states displaying that the Pacific
NW, a few of the Great Lakes areas, and the East Coastline soils are selenium deficient. He will
advocate the use of a hair test to be able to see if you have large metals in your body that is
great. Personally, i did t In this book Dr. Wallach details a lot of illnesses caused by particular
mineral deficiencies. If you need to learn about the consequences of praseodymium, yttrium
and many other super rare and strange elements and the consequences of components at



curing a huge selection of diseases that currently have no treatment, read this publication! He
does advocate the usage of a hair test in order to see if you have heavy metals within your
body that is great. Personally, i do this and it has radically improved my own health. But to be
honest he does not know how to interpret a hair analysis. Check out Dr. I also believed it had
been bad taste to include massive levels of obituaries sprinkled throughout the work, and he
seemed to take special pleasure whenever a physician died youthful. He offers been
interpreting hair exams for over thirty years and has helped thousands of people progress from
a variety of illnesses. Dr. I'd post his website upon this review but I am afraid it wont get
published. Just google search his name and Nutritional Balancing Science. Lots of historical
info about diets in additional religions and cultures which was interesting but not relevant to
my situation. This book goes on a trip into total wellness. Show's you what trace elements do in
your body and why they're so needed for every organ of the body. Also explains enzyme co-
factors. I grow my own food and it's amazing to me just how much alike we have been to
plant's. His understanding and understanding will blow you apart. but he says it so fast that it
is very difficult to comprehend.). I love hearing Dr Wallach I love listening to Dr Wallach, he
makes medical issues and methods to resolve them easy to understand. These "rare earth"
minerals will unlock the prison doors of "incurable illnesses" and set you free. Good information
and readable with many pictures Gives important info on how best to live a wholesome life with
proof. Excellent book in reason the soil is certainly depleted of nutrients today-- very scientific...
Nice information regarding the pharmaceutical market keeping natural cures hidden from the
general public. Author used real news articles to back up his details and study. but I believe
that the physician puts info in here that a lot of is not needed. Just a chemist would enjoy this
book Too much technical information for me. Someone with a background in organic chemistry
would enjoy it.99% of the world's doctors yet. This is the time for health Not really a diet book
by any means, but more of helpful information to deep nutrition. Money wasted. The information
in this book will amaze you. Selenium and other minerals/vitamins and associated with heart
disease. However this was not an easy go through for me Boy Scout's publication to health! A
great book makes a person look at their doctor's differently particularly when it comes to their
very own health. Four Stars ok
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